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Abstract 

In databases, queries are usually defined on complete databases. In this paper we introduce 
and motivate the notion of extended queries that are defined on incomplete databases. We ar- 
gue that the language of extended logic program is appropriate for representing extended que- 
ries. We show through examples that given a query, a particular extension of it has important 
characteristics which corresponds to removal of the CWA from the original specification of 
the query. We refer to this particular extension as the expansion of the original query. Normal- 
ly queries are expressed as general logic programs. We develop an algorithm that given a gen- 
eral logic program (satisfying certain syntactic properties) expressing a query constructs an 
extended logic program that expresses the expanded query. The extended logic program is re- 
ferred to as the interpolation of the given general logic program. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction and motivation 

In this paper we introduce the concept of interpolating general logic programs. We 
will also motivate interpolation of general logic programs from the point of view of 
expanding ‘queries’ 4 from a domain consisting of only complete databases to a do- 
main that allows incomplete databases of a particular kind. 

*Corresponding author. Tel.: 915-747-6952; fax: 915-747-5030; e-mail: chitta@cs.utep.edu. 

’ This paper is based on the paper [4], where the term approximation was used instead of the term 
interpolation. As pointed out by the anonymous referees and several other colleagues we agree with the 
inappropriateness of the term ‘approximation’ and use the term ‘interpolation’ instead. 

’ E-mail: mgelfond@cs.utep.edu. 

’ E-mail: olga@cs.utep.edu. 

’ Our use of the term ‘query’ is based on the standard definition of a query in the area of Databases [2]. 
We will formally define the term ‘query’ in Section 2.1. 
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1.1. Expressing transitiae closure of incomplete information? 

Consider a domain ??L of individuals, Sam, John, Peter, Mary, and Alberto. Now 
consider a database instance D consisting of the facts 

par (Sam, john) 5, par (iohn, peter), and par (mary, alberto); 

where par (X, Y) means that Y is a parent of X. 
Now if we would like to ask a query Q about the ancestor and non-ancestor pairs 

in D, we can express it using the general logic program IT,: 

anc(X, Y) t par(X, Y) 
anc(X, Y) +- par(X, Z), anc(Z, Y) 1 

HO 

The above representation of the query assumes the Close World Assumption (CWA) 
[30] about the database 6 D, which says that an atom f will be inferred to be false 
w.r.t. D if it is not entailed by D. We also refer to D as a complete database. By 
CWA(D) we denote the set {f: f is an atom in the language and f $ D}, and the 
meaning of a complete database D is expressed by the set D u +3M(D), where 
for any set S of atoms -S denotes the set (1f: f E S}. 

The query Q represented by the general logic program ZIo can be considered as a 
function from instances of the relation par to instances of the relation ant. For ex- 
ample, 

Q(bar(sam,john),par(john,peter),par(mary, alberto)}) 
= {anc(sam,john), anc(john,peter), anc(sam,peter), anc(mary, alberto)}. 

The function Q can be expressed by the general logic program II0 in the following 
way: 

Q(D) = {anc(X: Y): alzc(X, Y) E least model7 of (II0 U D)}. (1) 
Now, let us consider the domain {a, b, c, d, e}, where a, b, c, d, and e denote remains 
of five different individuals found from an archaeological site. Using sophisticated 
tests scientists are able to determine that b is a parent of a and c is a parent of b, 
and neither e is parent of any of a, b, c and d nor any of them is the parent of e. This 
information can be represented by the following set S of literals: 

S =Cpar(a, b),par(b, c), Tpar(a, e), lpar(b, e), lpar(c, e), Ipar(d, e), 

Ipar(e, a), lpar(e, b), lpr(e, c), lpr(e, 4, Tpar(a, 4). 

The set S is not a database instance because it contains negative literals. Sets with 
negative literals will be called incomplete database instances or simply incomplete da- 
tabases. More formally, an incomplete database is of the form D U 4, where 
S c CWA(D). There have been several different approaches to represent incomplete 
informations which includes null values [l&36], Codd tables, and conditional tables 

’ In the atom par(sam, j&n) we use ‘sam’ instead of ‘Sam’ to follow the usual convention of variables 
staring with a capital letter and constants starting with small letters. 

6 We will often use the term ‘database’ to mean ‘database instance’. 
’ Since I7, u D is a Horn logic program it has a least model [34]. 
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[19-211 in Databases, use of disjunctions, classical negations and abduction in 
extensions of logic programming (for a survey on this see [3]). 

As before we are interested in ancestor and non-ancestor pairs. But this time with 
respect to the incomplete database S. The function Q and our earlier concept of que- 
ry are no longer appropriate as they require database instances as input. To define 
ancestor and non-ancestor pairs using the information in S, we need to expand 
the notion of query to that of extended query which allows input to be incomplete 
databases. 

Although the approaches in databases, particularly conditional tables allow us to 
represent the set S it is not clear how to express extended queries (such as the query 
about the ancestor and non-ancestor relationship with respect to the incomplete da- 
tabase S) using them. 

Neither can we ignore the negative literals in S and compute Q with respect to the 
database consisting of the positive literals in S. If we do that we will be able to infer 
lanc(a, d). This is not correct intuitively, because it is possible that with further tests 
the scientist may determine par(c,d), which will be consistent with the current deter- 
mination and which will force us to infer anc(a,d). 

Since we cannot ignore the negative literals in S, and general logic programs such 
as HO u D do not allow rules with negative literals in their head we need to extend the 
standard language of general logic programs to allow convenient expression of in- 
complete knowledge. We will use the language of extended logic programs 
(ELP’s) * under the answer set semantics from [16] (see also [29]) containing two 
types of negation: negation as failure not and classical negation ’ 1. 

An extended logic program allows the head of a rule and the atoms in the body of 
the rule to be literals. where literals are either atoms or atoms preceded by 1. An ex- 
tended logic program T can be viewed as a specification of sets of literals called an- 
swer (belief) sets of T which represent possible theories about the world that can be 
built by a rational reasoner based on the information from T. For any literal I, Ten- 
tails I if 1 belongs to all answer sets of T. If T neither entails I nor entails L. the literal 
opposite lo of 1 we say I is unknmvn w.r.t. T. 

Recall that we were trying to represent the query that determines ancestor and 
non-ancestor pairs from S and we now believe that extended logic programs may 
be the language to express such a query. Let us denote this query by Q’. The next 
question is how are Q and Q’ related? 

While Q’ allows incomplete databases as inputs, Q only allows complete data- 
bases. But they must coincide when the inputs are complete databases. Moreover, 
for any incomplete database X’, Q(Y) must not disagree ’ ’ with Q(X) 1 for any com- 
plete database X that extends X’. The intuition behind it is that if currently we have 

s The usefulness of extended logic programs to represent incomplete information has been discussed in 
[13,3] from the point of view of knowledge representation. A thorough treatise with respect to databases is 
beyond the scope of this paper and is one of our next goals. 

” This negation is called ‘classical’. ‘strong’, and ‘explicit’ by various author who associate different 
meanings to it. Pearce and Wagner [29] show that this negation has close ties with Nelson’s constructive 
negation [28]. In this paper we refer to it as ‘classical’ negation. 

‘” More specifically, by i we will denote the literal -I and we will simplify --A to A. 
” Two sets of literals Sr and & are said to disagree if SI n 42 # @. Otherwise we say that they agree. 
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the incomplete database X’ then our partial conclusion about ancestors and non-an- 
cestors should be such that in presence of additional information we do not retract 
our earlier conclusion. Also, given an incomplete database X’, the extended query Q’ 
should be such that Q’(X) contains all information about ancestors and non-ances- 
tors that ‘critically depend’ on X’. In other words for any X’, if for all complete da- 
tabase X that agree with X’ an ancestor pair is true in Q(X), then that ancestor pair 
must be true in Q’(X). Similarly, about non-ancestor pairs. In general, given a query 
Q an extended query Q’ that satisfies the above properties is referred to as its expan- 
sion. We formally define expunsion of a query by an extended query and relate it to 
the above described properties in Definition 3.4 and Proposition 3.1 respectively. 

Now that we have an intuitive idea about Q’, the next question is how to express it 
using an extended logic program. 

Let us start with the general logic program n that expresses the query Q. Since, we 
would like to allow incomplete databases as inputs, let us consider n as an extended 
logic program. But then we no longer have the CWA about ancestor. The next step 
would be to consider the extended logic program obtained by adding explicit CWA 
about ancestors to the general logic program II representing Q. The resultant extend- 
ed logic program is given as follows: 

7Znc(X, Y) + not anc(X, Y) 

anc(X, Y) +- par(x, Y) 

anc(X, Y) +- pa@, Z), atzc(Z, Y) 

But the resultant extended logic program is not an adequate expression of Q. It only 
works when the input database instance is complete and does not work for S, as it 
incorrectly infers 7anc(a, d). 

It is not obvious how to express this extended query Q’ and to our knowledge 
there has not been any logic programming representation of this extended query 
in the literature. 

In this paper we express this extended query through an extended logic program 
and prove that it expands the query expressed by n. The more general question we 
answer in this paper is how to expand queries from complete databases that are ex- 
pressed by general logic programs so that they are applicable to incomplete data- 
bases. We use the term ‘expand’ because our goal is to expand the domain of the 
queries from complete databases only to databases that may be incomplete. 

For convenience, we also introduce the term interpolation which is defined as fol- 
lows. Given a general logic program n that represents a query Q, we refer to the ex- 
tended logic program T that expands Q as the interpolation of II. In other words we 
say that T interpolates I7. The intuition behind the term ‘interpolation’ is that T 
agrees with I7 on all inputs where ZI is defined, and for inputs where II is not defined 
T interpolates to a value based on the mappings of ZZ on the neighboring (complete) 
inputs. 

1.2. The ‘birds normally fly’ example 

Before we get to the details of our formalization, let us consider another motivat- 
ing example from the literature of knowledge representation and commonsense rea- 
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soning. Through this example we will show the applicability of the notion of ‘expan- 
sion’ in the context of knowledge representation and commonsense reasoning. 

This example (originally from [26]) formalizes the sentence ‘birds normally fly’ 
and some associated information about birds, and abnormal birds. Unlike the ances- 
tor example, logic programs that express both the original query (about flying ability 
of birds, when the input is a complete database) and the expanded query correspond- 
ing to this example appears in the literature [3], albeit without any formal discussion 
about ‘expansion’ or ‘interpolation’. We will now analyze those programs using the 
notion of ‘expansion’. 

Example 1.1. Suppose that we are told that penguins are birds that do not fly, that 
birds normally fly, and that Tweety is a bird and Sam is a penguin. Let us also 
assume that this information is complete. 

We need to represent this information in a way which will allow us to 
(a) conveniently reason about it, 
(b) incorporate new information in the database without removing anything from it. 
The example served as a testing ground for various non-monotonic formalisms. 

Assuming that the information given is complete, we can easily represent knowledge 
from the example by the general logic program II, consisting of the rules: 

rl. .f(X) + b(X), not ah(X) 
Y2. b(J4 + P(X) 

1 
171 

l.3. 4X) + P(X) 
used in conjunction with the facts 

.f’l. b(t) + 

.f’2. P(S) +- 
Heref;b,p stand for flies, bird, penguin relations, ab denotes special predicate abnor- 
mal, t stands for Tweety and s for Sam. The completeness assumption is captured by 
the CWA embedded in the semantics of general logic programs. 

It is easy to see that, according to this representation, Sam does not fly while Twe- 
ety is a flying bird and not a penguin. If we learn that Tweety is a penguin we will 
update the collection of facts by adding to it p(t) +- . This will lead to the revision 
of our beliefs about flying abilities of Tweety but leaves the closed world assumption, 
incorporated in the semantics of general logic programs, unchanged. 

Let us now consider the case where we do not automatically assume completeness 
about the information on birds and penguins. Le. we would like to remove the CWA 
about birds and penguins. Now let us continue with Example 1.1. 

Example 1.2. Suppose we are given the same general information as in Example 1.1, 
except for the closed world assumption. Let us also assume that Tweety, Opus and 
Sam are birds, Sam is a penguin, Tweety is not and about Opus we do not know. 
Notice that since Opus may be a penguin we cannot conclude that it flies. How can 
we represent this information? 

Notice the correspondence between removing CWA about the input relations and 
‘expanding’ the query. To expand the query we will first try to add rules that use in- 
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complete information about birds and penguins and make conclusion about non-fly- 
ing birds. Since we use extended logic programs and ELPs do not have implicit CWA 
(unlike general logic programs) we need explicit rules that can make conclusion 
about non-flying birds. 

The first natural attempt of finding an extended logic program representing know- 
ledge from Example 1.2 seems to lead to an extended program T’ consisting of ni 
from Example 1.1 and the rules r4 and r5 

rl. f(X) t b(X), not ah(X) 
r2. b(X) +JG-) 
r3. ah(X) + P(W 
r4. -.m-) + P(X) 
r.5. if(X) +- Tb(X) I 

T’ 

Unlike II, the program T’ will be used in conjunction with both, positive and nega- 
tive facts such as the facts (gl)-(g5), where o stands for Opus. 

gl. b(t) +- 

82. IP(t) - 

83. 

s4. 

g5. 

b(o) +- 

P(S) +- 

b(s) + 

The resulting representation works correctly w.r.t. queries about Tweety and Sam 
(about whom we have complete information in terms of the predicates bird and pen- 
guin). For these queries the same answers are produced by nr and T’, when used in 
conjunction with fl-I2 and gl-g5 respectively. The situation changes however if we 
are interested in queries about Opus. Notice that we do know if Opus is a penguin or 
not; i.e. neither p(o) nor up is entailed by our representation. This means that the 
answer that T’ (in conjunction with gl-g5) will give to query p(o) is unknoivn which is 
of course correct (though different from the no answer given to this query by 
n, u {fl,f2}) and reflects our refusal to use the closed world assumption for pen- 
guins. Unfortunately, T’ (in conjunction with gl-g5) does not exhibit similar behav- 
ior w.r.t. the flying property of birds. In particular it concludes that Opus is a flying 
bird which contradicts our intuition. 

To correct the problem let us replace rule (r3) of T’ by a new rule similar to the 
rules used in [14]. 

r3’. ah(X) + not -p(X) 

and have the program T, consisting of the following rules: 

rl. f(X) t b(X), not ah(X) 
r2. b(x) + P(X) 
r3’. ah(X) +- not lp(X) T 
r4. -f(X) + P(X) 
i-5. -f(X) + -b(X) 
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The program i”, is more cautious than T’. It agrees with 7” on queries about Tweety 
and Sam but all inquiries about properties of Opus (except him being a bird) are 
(correctly) answered as unknown. 

We now informally argue that this is no accident and that ri exhibits the ‘correct 
behavior’ if used in conjunction with any collection of facts formed by literals with 
predicate symbols b and p. 

Let us consider the examples in this subsection (Examples 1.1 and 1.2) using the 
terminology of databases and queries. In Example 1.1 we are given a complete da- 
tabase about birds and penguins expressed by the set {fl:f2} and the program 
n1 expresses the query about flying and non-flying birds. In Example 1.2 we are 
looking for an extended logic program that can reason about flying and non-flying 
birds given an incomplete database about birds and penguins expressed by the set 
{gl ,g2.g3,g4, g5). In other words we are looking for the expansion of the query rep- 
resented by n,. Hence, to prove that ri exhibits the correct behavior we need to 
show that ri expands U,. We formally state this in Section 3 and give a proof. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we review the notion of 
queries and extended logic programs. In Section 3 we formalize the notions of query 
expansion and interpolation of a general program II and illustrate it by way of ex- 
amples. In Section 4 we discuss an algorithm that constructs query expansions and 
interpolations for a large class of general logic programs. 

2. Preliminaries 

This section contains formal definition of a query and also information about ex- 
tended logic programs. Some results about general and extended logic programs nec- 
essary to make the paper self-contained are presented in Appendix A. 

2. I. Dutabuses and queries 

A relation schema Ri has a name N, and a finite list of attributes Lj = (Al, . , A,,). 
where I, is the arity of the relation schema Ri. It will sometimes be denoted as 

R(A,, . . . : A,,). A database schema [32] R is a finite set {RI i . , R,(} of relation sche- 
mata. # is an arbitrarily large but finite set of objects that can be used in the relations 
and is referred to as the domain. Given a relation schema Ri, a relation instance is a 
set of tuples of the form (a,, . . : al,), where {al!. . , al,} c ,‘I/. This tuple may also be 
denoted by the atom Ri(al ~. . . ~ a,,). A database instance W is a set of relation 
instances. 

Traditionally, the intuitive meaning of a database instance W is based on the 
CWA. I.e. if R;(a,, . ?a,,) E W then we say that R,(al, . . .a/,) is true w.r.t. W, oth- 
erwise we say that Ri(al,. . . , a/,) is@se w.r.t. W. 

In presence of incompleteness we extend the notion of relation instance to incom- 
plere relation instances which may consist of positive literals (or atoms) of the form 
R,(a,, ~ a/<) and negative literals of the form lRi(al,. . a,!). An incomplete data- 
base instance is a set of incomplete relation instances. When dealing with incomplete 
database instance we no longer use the CWA. Given a relation schema Rk and an 
incomplete database instance W, we say Rk(al ,..., al,) is true w.r.t. W if 
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&(a,, . . , al,) E W, we say Rk(al, . . ,afk) is false w.r.t. W if lRk(al,. >a/,) E W; 
otherwise we say Rk(al, . . ,a/,) is unknown w.r.t. W. 

A query from a database schema R to a database schema S is a partial I2 mapping 
from instances of R to (incomplete) ‘s instances of S. An extended query from a da- 
tabase schema R to a database schema S is a partial mapping from incomplete in- 
stances of R to incomplete instances of S. In this paper we consider queries that 
are represented by general logic programs and extended queries that are represented 
by extended logic programs. 

It should be noted that viewing a general logic program (or an extended logic pro- 
gram) as a specification of a theory about the world does not contradict with viewing 
it as a query (or an extended query). In the first case it is a function with no inputs, 
similar to the view where constants in a first-order language are considered as func- 
tions of arity zero. 

2.2. Extended logic programs 

Before we define the syntax and semantics of extended logic programs let us intro- 
duce some necessary notations. 

Let Lit be the set of ground literals in a first-order language 9. If p,, . . ,p,, are 
predicate symbols from 9 by Lit(pl ( . ,p,!) we will denote the collection of ground 
literals whose predicates are from (PI,. . . ,p,}. For a set of ground literals I, atoms (I) 
denotes the set of ground atoms in I. 

An extended logic program is a set of rules of the form: 

10 t 11,. . . , I,,, not lm+l,. . , not I,, (2) 

where ii’s are literals and not denotes negation-as-failure. 
When I,‘s are atoms the program is called a general logic program. (For any ex- 

tended logic program T, 7” represents the general logic program obtained from T 
by replacing 11 by I’ in all rules of T. A detailed construction of T+ from T, and 
the relation between stable models of T and answer sets of T+ is presented in 
[12].) General logic programs that do not have not (i.e. those with m = n) are called 
deJnite logic programs. The answer set semantics of extended programs [ 131 treats a 
rule with variables as shorthand for the set of its ground instances. It is sufficient 
then to define answer sets for extended programs without variables. 

To define the answer set semantics of extended logic programs let us first consider 
programs without negation-as-failure. The answer set of such a program n is the 
smallest subset S of Lit such that 

(i) for any rule lo t li, . , l,, from Zi’, if I,,. . . , I,,, E S, then 10 E S; 
(ii) if S contains a pair of complementary literals, then S = Lit. 
The answer set of a program 17 that does not contain negation-as-failure is denot- 

ed by CC(~). Now let Il be any extended program without variables. For any set 
S c Lit, let IIs be the extended program obtained from Il by deleting 

I2 Partial mapping is allowed to take into account programs that do not have a semantics. For example 
the programing p - up does not have a stable model [l I]. 

I3 This is to take into account the fact that a program may have multiple stable models. 
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(i) each rule that has a formula not I in its body with 1 E S, and 
(ii) all formulas of the form not 1 in the bodies of the remaining rules. 
Clearly, fls does not contain not, so that its answer set is already defined. If this 

answer set coincides with S, then we say that S is an answer set of Il. In other words, 
the answer sets of H are characterized by the equation S = M( H”). In the absence of 1 
in the program, answer sets coincide with stable models. 

For a general program n and an atom f’we say II b f iff f is true in all stable 
models [l l] of Il. Similarly, we say 17 k -f iff f is false in all stable models of 17. 
For an extended logic program T and a literal f’we say T 1 f iff f belongs to all 
answer sets of T. An extended logic program is called consistent if it has at least 
one consistent answer set. An extended logic program is called contradictory, if it 
has an inconsistent answer set (that is, an answer set containing a pair of comple- 
mentary literals). 

A general logic program is said to be stratzjied [1,3.5] if there is no recursion 
through negation-as-failure not. A stratified general logic program has a unique sta- 
ble model [l 11. 

A general logic program is said to be signed [23] if there is a set S (called signing) 
of ground atoms such that, for any ground instance of a rule of the type (1) either 

{lo,.. ..1,,} c S and {l,,!+ ,,..., In} ns = 0 

or 

{lo,1 I...., l,}nS=0 and {I,,,+,, ,1,,} c S. 

A general logic program is said to be call-consistent [23] if its dependency graph does 
not have a cycle with odd number of negative edges. A general logic program is said 
to be acyclic if the dependency graph of its grounding does not have a cycle. A logic 
program (general or extended) is called coherent, if it has at least one stable model. It 
is called categorical, if it has exactly one stable model. In the appendix we give sev- 
eral theorems about general and extended logic programs from the literature that 
will be used in proving the various results of the paper. 

3. Query expansion and interpolation 

Let us revisit the definition of query in Section 2.1. It is defined as a partial map- 
ping from database instances to (incomplete) database instances. We do not require 
that the input and output relations of the query to be disjoint. Since the terms ‘input’ 
and ‘output’ connotate disjointness we would refer to them as parameters and values 
of the query instead, and for a query Q, we will denote them by Ppp and Vy,, respec- 
tively. For generality, we allow parameters and values to be arbitrary sets of literals, 
without requiring them to be literals of some particular sets of predicates. For a pro- 
gram n over a language 9, the parameters and values of the query it represents will 
be denoted by gp, and Tn. (The index n will be omitted whenever possible.) We will 
often refer to YPn and V, as the parameters and values of 17. To specify the mapping 
represented by a general logic program and an extended logic program we need the 
following definitions. 
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Definition 3.1. Let R and S be sets of ground literals over a language 9 of an 
extended logic program 17. IIR ( S the S-consequences of Il and R, is defined as 
follows: 

Using the above notation we now precisely define a general logic program that 
represents a query Q to be a (partial) function from complete sets of literals from 
the parameter (of Q) to sets of literals from the value (of Q). But, since both param- 
eter and values may have literals, we will have to be careful about the domain of the 
query specified by a general logic program. The first requirement is that the elements 
of the domain must be complete w.r.t. d. (Formally, a set of literals S is said to be 
complete w.r.t. a set of literals P if for any atom in P either the atom or its negation is 
in S.) But, not all complete sets of literals from the parameter will be in the domain. 
We will additionally require that each element X of the domain should be a valid in- 
put in the sense that when added to n the resulting general logic program should not 
entail different literals from the parameter than those that are in X. The following 
definition makes this precise. 

Definition 3.2. Let X be an arbitrary set from 2.” and let Y = IJurOn2,Fix~ / ‘/‘. We will 
say that X is a uulid input of 17 (X E Dam(n)) and Y is the value of n at 
X (i.e. Y = n(X)) if the following hold: 
1. X = naroms(X) I 9, 
2. Xis complete w.r.t. 9. 

Consider the general logic program n, from Example 1,l with 9 = Lit@. h) and 
V = Lit(J) and assume that t is the only constant in the language of ni. It is easy to 
see that X1 = {b(t), -p(t)} andX? = {b(t),p(t)} belong to the domain of ni and that 
fli(Xi) = {f(t)} and fl,(&) = {-f(t)). 

However, X = (p(t): lb(t)} does not belong to the domain of ZZ,, since 
171 u (p(t) +}J+b(t) and, hence, X # ni,,,,,) ) 9. The intuition behind not allowing 
X to be in the domain of n, is that when X is added to IT1 the resulting program does 
not entail -b(t) which is entailed by X and which is an element of 9. 

Definition 3.3. For any set X E 2.“, a superset k of X is said to be a II-extension ofX 
if J? E Dow(n). We denote the set of all Il-extension of X by Sn (X). We omit Il from 
Sri(X) when it is clear from context. 

Intuitively, given a set X E 2P. S,,(X) denotes the different ways X can be com- 
pleted with additional consistent information, and still be a valid input for II. 

We are now almost ready to precisely define the interpolation of a general logic 
program. In this paper we specify the interpolation through an extended logic pro- 
gram. We view an extended logic program T to be a function from 2.” to 2’ such that 
T(X) = TX / Y“ = {s: s E Yf and T u X 1 s}. Since we are only interested in extended 
logic programs that are interpolations, we do not restrict the domain of T. 

Let T, be the extended program from Example 1.2 with 9 = Lit@, 6) and 
-I’” = LitCf) and assume that t is the only constant in the language of T,. It is easy 
to see that T,({b(t)}) = 0 while T,({h(t),p(t)}) = {l,f(tj} and q({b(t),-p(t)}) 
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= {f(t)}. Notice that both sets {b(t),p(t)} and {b(t),~p(t)} are Ui-extensions of 
{b(t)} and that T, coincides with n, on these extensions. (I.e., the value obtained 
by applying T, to these extensions is same as the value obtained by applying II, to 
them.) 

Now we are ready for the main definition of this paper: 

Definition 3.4 (Interpolation). Let n be a general logic program representing a query 
Q, with parameters 9 and values Y. We say that an extended logic program T 
interpolates II, w.r.t. 9’ and -lr if for every X E 2,” 

T(X) = n n(x). (3) 
i.ES(X) 

Moreover, we also say that the extended query represented by (the extended logic 
program) T expands the query represented by (the general logic program) n. 

For convenience, we will just say that T interpolates Ki’ without mentioning the 
query Q, the parameters 9 and the values V, whenever they are clear from the con- 
text. But it should be noted that T interpolates Zl w.r.t. 9 and -Y- does not necessarily 
mean that Twill also be an interpolation of 17 for a different query with a different 
pair of parameter and value. l4 The choice of Q, 9 and Y is an integral part of the 
program. The programmer designs the program with that choice in mind. This is 
similar to the choices and assumptions a Prolog programmer makes about whether 
a particular attribute of a predicate in the head of a rule will be ground or not when 
that predicate is invoked. 

The following proposition breaks down the definition of interpolation to three dif- 
ferent intuitive properties: equivalence, monotonicity and maximal informativeness. 
The equivalence property states that Il and T must be equivalent w.r.t. complete in- 
puts. The monotonicity property states that T which accepts incomplete inputs 
should be monotonic, i.e. in the presence of additional consistent information it 
should not retract any of its earlier conclusions. The maximal informativeness prop- 
erty states that given an incomplete input X, the interpolation T should entail all lit- 
erals that are entailed by n w.r.t. all the complete extensions of X that are in the 
domain of 17. Intuitively, it means that if II entails I regardless of what complete ex- 
tension of X is given to n as an input then X has enough information to make a de- 
cision on 1 and hence the interpolation T should entail 1 with X as the input. 

Proposition 3.1. An extended logic program T interpolates a general logic program LJ 
ifs the following conditions are satisjied: 
1. (equivalence) For every X E Dom(IZ), n(X) = T(X). 
2. (monotonicity) T is monotonic, i.e. for every X,:X, C B, if X, 2 Xl then T(X,) 

C_ T(Xz). 
3. (maximal informativeness) For every v E -I/- and every X C 9. if‘ jbr all 

2 E S(X) u E n(2) then v E T(X). 

I4 It is interesting to study how the meaning of a general or an extended logic program changes if other 
parameter and/or values are chosen while keeping an identical set of rules. Some answers to this question 
can be found in [ 171. 
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Proof. “=+“: Since every X E Dom(17) is complete, S(X) = {X}. Hence, condition 1 
holds. It is obvious that condition 3 holds. Condition 2 holds because 
x, c ‘JG =+ S(Xl) c S(X2). 

“ + “: Condition 3 impliesAT > niescX, Z7(&. We now only need to show that 
KY c .Y. T(X) c n,&Yix, U(K). 

Case 1: S(X) = @ * &cs(x, n(2) = Lit(Y) =3 T(X) c &ts(x) U(k). 

Case 2: S(X) # 0. Lets E T(X). Since, for alld E S(X),X C 2, by monotonicity 
(2) we have s E T(2). But using equivalence (1) we have s E n(i). Hence, 

Let us go back to Ii’, and Tr in Section 1. We are now in a position to rigorously 
state and prove the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.2. Let Tl and IIll he the logic programs dtlfined in Example 1.2. Tl is an 
interpolation of Ill, for 9 = Lit@, 6) and Y. = Lit(f). 

The proof of the above proposition is presented in Appendix A. It should be 
noted that it does not follow from the main result of the paper given in the next sec- 
tion. The following example shows why T’ from Example 1.2 is not an interpolation 
of n. 

Example 3.1. Consider the extended logic program T’ from Example 1.2. It is easy to 
see that T’({b(t)}) contains ,f(t) while, T’({b(t),p(t)}) contains of. I.e. T’({b(t)}) 

$Z T’({b(MW and h ence T’ cannot be an interpolation of Z7t. 

The proof of Proposition 3.2 substantially relies on the stratifiability of ZZ,. In the 
next example we give an interpolation of a non-stratified program. 

Example 3.2. Consider the following general logic program ll2: 

c(X) + P(% 
4~) +- 4(X) 
PV) + not 4(4,4X) n2 
4@) + not JO?. 4X) 1 

Here 9 = Lit(r) and Ye = Lit(c). It is easy to see that for every X E 2 ‘, II, U A” is 
call-consistent [23]. Using results from [25] it is easy to check that I72 is defined 
for any complete and consistent X,X C 9. (The program II2 UX can then be split 
into three layers, the bottom layer consisting of X, the next layer consisting of the 
rules with either p or q in the head and the top layer consisting of the rules with ( 
in the head. The stable models of II2 UX can then be computed bottom-up starting 
from the bottom layer.) 

Consider T2 obtained from Il, by adding to it the rule 

lC(X) + Y-(X) 

Proposition 3.3. T2 is an interpolation oJ’ Kl2. 

So far in this section we have made precise the notion of interpolation (and query 
expansion) and proved the interpolation results for two particular general logic pro- 
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grams. But we still do not know which program interpolates the program no that 
represents the ancestor query. Our goal now is to come up with a precise algorithm 
that constructs interpolations of general logic programs. Such an algorithm is very 
important. Currently there are a large number of queries that are expressed by gen- 
eral logic programs. When there is a need to expand these queries so that they accept 
incomplete database instances, such an algorithm will be very useful. It should be 
noted that lack of similar techniques in databases has caused many a problem when 
moving from older database models (such as hierarchical and network models) to 
relational model. Our algorithm interpolates a large class of general logic programs, 
but is not able to interpolate all of them. We introduce the notions of ire& intrpd 
LItion and sound interpolation, two weaker notions of interpolation, and show that the 
program obtained by our algorithm is a weak interpolation for stratified programs 
and is a sound interpolation for all programs. 

Definition 3.5 ( Weak and sound interpolation). Let Zl be a general logic program, with 
parameter ./p and value V’. We say an extended logic program T is a \veuk 
interpolation of Il w.r.t. 9 and Y’ if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
1. (Monotonicity) For every X1 ,X2 C 9, if XI C X2 then T(X,) C T(X2). 
2. (Equivalence) For every X E oom(I7). n(X) = T(X). 
3. For any X C J 

T(X) c n n(x). 
.Y&s(.Y 1 

If only the first and the third conditions are satisfied then we say T to be a sound in- 
terpolation of II w.r.t. .Y and Y’. 

From the third condition above it is clear that if T is a sound interpolation of H 
then it satisfies the weak equivalence property which is: 

For every X E oom(n), T(X) C n(X). 

4. Interpolating general logic programs 

In this section we present an algorithm which constructs an interpolation of a 
large class of general logic programs with some restrictions on its parameter and val- 
ue. We now make these restrictions precise. 

Let Il be a general logic program in language 9. We only consider the query Q 
with values -I consisting of all ground literals formed with predicates in the heads of 
the rules in II (called IDB predicates), and parameters b consisting of all other 
ground literals in Lit (called EDB predicates). A general logic program n represent- 
ing a query Q that satisfies the above property is called a nutural representation of Q. 

Before we give the algorithm we demonstrate the intuition behind the algorithm 
by using the ancestor query as an example. 

4.1. In terpohtion of the transitioe closure program 

Recall the ancestor query represented as general logic program: 
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anc(X. Y) + par@, Y) 
anc(X, Y) + par@-, Z), anc(Z, Y) 1 

n0 

where par is the EDB predicate and ant is the IDB predicate. Our goal is to construct 
an interpolation of this program. We refer to our interpolation program as &(L’o). 

The main idea behind our construction is to have a program which coincides with 
ZIo on atoms of the form anc(a. b) and derives ~nc(a, b) when no consistent exten- 
sion of the original EDB may derive anc(a, 6). To achieve this we introduce a new 
predicate ma,,<. where manC(c,d) intuitively means that “c may be an ancestor of 
rf’. Our information about manC is complete hence ~manc coincides with not mane 
and hence we define lane using the rule: 

1 ant (X, Y) + not m,,,(X, Y). 

Next we modify the original rules to define monc and use another new predicate mPrr 
where mP,,.(c. d) means that “C may be a parent of d “. We now define ma,,= using the rules: 

m,,,,.(X. Y) + m,X,,_(X. Y). 

mu,rC, (X. Y) + mplr (X, Z), m,,,,. (Z Y) 
We now need to define mP,.. Intuitively, in presence of incomplete information about 
parents we can say “e may be a parent off if we do not know for sure that e is not a 
parent off”. This can be written as the rule: 

mp,,.(X, Y) + not ~par(X, Y). 

Putting all the above rules together we have an interpolation of Z70 denoted by RZ(ZIO). 

mP,.(X’ Y) +- not lpar(X, Y) 
mu,&, Y) - m,AX, Y) 
m,,,,,(X, Y) + mPv(X. Z). munr(Z, Y) 
lanc(X, Y) - rzot m,,,,.(X, Y) 
anc(X. Y) + par@. Y) 
anc(X. Y) + par(X. Z). anc(Z, Y) 

where 9 and I are the same as for the program no. 

Theorem 4.1 (Interpolation). .&(l7,) interpolates ZZo with 9’ = Litbar) and %“ = Lit 
(ant). 

Since we were using the ancestor query as an example, the above theorem is a spe- 
cial case of a more general theorem (Theorem 4.4) to be stated later. Nevertheless, a 
separate proof of this theorem is important as it will illustrate proof techniques that 
can be used for proving interpolation results for more restricted class of general logic 
programs such as, the class of Horn logic programs. Hence, a separate proof of this 
theorem is given in Appendix A. 

4.2. The interpolation algorithm 

Now we apply the idea from Section 4.1 to arbitrary general logic programs. We 
expand the language of such a program II by intermediate predicate m,, for every 
predicate p in 17. Intuitively m,(i) means that p(i) may be true. 
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To define these predicates we consider two cases. Since negative information 
about EDB predicates is explicitly given, this intuition is captured by the rule: 

(vl) m,(T) + not ‘q(z). 

The definition of m, for an IDB predicate CI cannot rely on negative information 
about a. Instead it uses the corresponding definition of n from II. More precisely, 
.3(n) contains the rule 

(v2) m,(O +-mh,(q ‘...> mh,(t),notc,(i) ,.... note,,(7) 

for every rule 

(v3) Q(t) -h,(T) ,.... b,(q,notc,(q, . . . . notc,,(fl 

in ZI. For any program L7, the program G!(H) contains the rule 

(v4) Q(q-b,(q 1.‘. ,b,(Q,W(i) ,..., %(t) 

for every rule (~3) in n. Rule (~4) is intended to be a monotonic and weakened ver- 
sion of rule (~2). The intuition is that we no longer want to make hasty (revisable) 
conclusion using the negation as failure operator (not) in the body. The negation 
as failure operator is therefore replaced by 1 in (~4). On the other hand we would 
like m,(Q to be true if there is any possibility that a(9 is true. Hence, in the body 
of (~2) we still have the negation as failure operator. Once the truth of a(i) is estab- 
lished by -d(n) through the rule (~4) it will never be retracted in presence of addi- 
tional consistent information about the EDB predicates. 

The above definitions ensure that the interpolation does not entail m,,(i) for an in- 
put X iff it does not entail p(t) for any consistent extension Y of X. Hence it is safe to 
infer up when the interpolation does not entail m,(fl. This observation leads to the 
following definition of falsity of IDB predicates: 

(v5) -p(t) + not m,(Q 

The above intuitions can be summarized into the following algorithm that constructs 
the interpolations of a large class of general logic programs. 

Algorithm 4.1. For any general logic programs ll the extended logic program .d(17) 
contains the following rules: 

1. If q is an EDB in the program III. G!(U) contains the rule: 

my(i) +- not ‘q(7). 

2. For any rule a(T) +- bi (i), . . , b,,,(f), not cl(Z), . . , nor c,,(i) in ll. &(n) contains 
the rules: 
(a) m,(t) ‘“h,(T) . ...) mh”,(q,notc,(i) . . . . %notc,(i), 
(h) Q(i) - bl(7), . . ,b,p-),~C,(i), . . , T,p). 

3. If p is an IDB in the program Z7, .ti(n) contains the rule: 

7p(i) + not m/Jq. 

4. Nothing else is in X!(U). 

Example 4.1 (Trunsitice closure). Consider 170 from the previous subsection: 

anc(X. Y) + pur(X, Y), 

anc(X, Y) + puv(X. Z), unc(Z, Y). 
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Then the transformation &‘(n) based on the above algorithm is exactly the extended 
logic program .&(n,) obtained in Section 4.1. 

4.3. Properties of thr trunsjtirmution xi 

In this section we will formalize (and later prove them in Appendix A) several 
properties of the transformation .c3. We will show that for a large class of general 
logic programs it constructs an interpolation and for all general logic programs it 
constructs a sound interpolation. But before that we would like to point out that 
our algorithm will not generate an interpolation for the program Z7, in Section 1 
about birds and flying, for the given parameter and value. In Section 1 for the pro- 
gram Ii’ we are interested in .Y = Lit(b.p) and ‘/ _ = Lit(f). But Algorithm 4.1 re- 
quires that 9 = Lit(p) and -I. = Lit(ab. b.,f). 

Also, Algorithm 4.1 requires that ./P and Y do not intersect and ./p u I = Lit. At 
first glance this seems to be very restrictive. In reality, the restriction corresponds to 
the requirement about EDB and IDB predicates in databases [33], that EDB and 
IDB predicates be disjoint, and EDB predicates not appear in the head of rules with 
non-empty bodies. Also, it is well known that in most cases if an EDB predicate ap- 
pears in the head of the rule with non-empty body then it can be transformed to an 
intuitively equivalent program with new predicates. 

So to be able to apply our transformation algorithm to ni we consider 
.Y = Lit(b,p) and Y = LitCf, ab). The only change we have made so far is adding 
Lit(d) to -I ‘. From the definition of interpolation it is clear that if we construct an in- 
terpolation w.r.t. .Y = Lit(b,p) and Y = Lit(f‘, ab), we will have an interpolation w.r.t. 
.4 = Lit(b,p) and 7 = Lit(f). Now to satisfy the requirement that predicate names in 
.B not appear in the head of rules with non-empty bodies, we consider the following trans- 
formation of lli . where we introduce a new predicate &,,., replace h by b,,. in all rules l7i 
and then add b,,,,.(X) t h(X) to n,. The resultant program is: 

,f(X) + b,,,,.(X). not a&Y-) 
b,,,,,.(X) + ~0’) 
ab(W +- p(W 

i 

HI* 

h,,&f) - b(X) 

We can now use Algorithm 4.1 to transform (note that we have not said if the algo- 
rithmcreates an interpolation or not) Ui, w.r.t. .Y = Lit(b,p), and 5 = Lit(b,,,,,.J’, ab). 

The results about the transformation .ti that we will be proving are intuitively as 
follows: 

(a) If 17 is a signed [23] general logic program, then 
1. extended logic program .&(n) interpolates program 111 (Theorem 4.4), and 
2. for anyX C P program L7 u atoms(X) has a unique stable model if and only if 

program .&(n) UX has a unique answer set (Theorem 4.5). 
(b) We will give an example of a non-signed general logic program Il such that 

.d(ll) does not interpolate program Zl (Example 4.2). 
(c) If 17 is a stratified program, then both Equivalence and Monotonicity (see 

Proposition 3.1) hold and .~!(n) is a weak interpolation of I7 (Theorem 4.3). 
(d) If n is any general logic program, then &‘(Z7) is a sound interpolation of L7 

(Theorem 4.2). 
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Theorem 4.2 (Properties of &(IZ) for an arbitrary general program n). Let I7 he a 
general logic program and a natural representation of a query Q, then .d(ll) is a sound 
interpolation of Il. 

Theorem 4.3 (Properties of &(II) for a stratified general program LI). Let n he N 
stratljied general logic program and a natural representation ofa query Q, then .r/(l7) 
is a weak interpolation of Il. 

We now present the result where we state the class of programs for which .pl(n) is 
an interpolation of 17. This class is referred to as signed [23]. Intuitively, a signed 
general program is a program whose predicates can be partitioned into two sets such 
that for any rule the predicate in the head and the predicates in the body that are not 
preceded by not belong to the same partition and the predicate in the head and the 
predicates in the body that are preceded by not belong to the opposite partitions. 

Theorem 4.4 (Properties of .&‘(n) for a signed program Ii’). For any signed genera/ 
logic program ll that is a natural representation of’ a quer?) Q3 .d(l7) is an 
interpolation of 17. 

The programs L’i and Li’,, are not signed but are stratified. Hence, A(LIi,) may not 
be an interpolation of Li’i,. But it is a weak interpolation of Li’i,. We believe that it is 
an interpolation but are unable to prove it. Neither do we have interpolation result 
about a more general class than the class of signed general logic programs. Neverthe- 
less, the following example shows an unsigned but stratified general logic program 
for which Algorithm 4.1 does not construct an interpolation. 

Example 4.2. Consider the program fl,j: 

P+4 
p +- not q 1 

n6 

Here $ = {p, up}, 9 = {q, 14). It is easy to see that for any X 2 .Y. p E L’(X) 
Program &‘(Z16) consists of the following rules: 

my + not Tq 
m,, + my 
mp + not q 

P+q 
.ss~(II,) = T 

P + ‘4 
up + not mp 1 

Consider X = 0 and the extended logic program T UX = T. It is easy to see that T’ 
is a stratified program, therefore T has only one answer set A. Evidently, 
A = {m,,, my} and p @A. Therefore 

.d(VV) # n n(x). 
k&~(X) 

The following theorem proves that the transformation .d preserves categoricity 
for signed general logic programs. 
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Theorem 4.5 (categoricity). Let Il be u signed general logic program with signing R ,a 
natural representation of a query Q , andX C 9. Program II u atoms(X) is categorical 
lf und only if program .d(II) u X is categorical. 

In summary, the transformation .c/ constructs interpolations for signed general 
logic programs, weak interpolations for stratified general logic programs and sound 
interpolations for all programs. Moreover, the transformation preserved categoricity 
for signed programs and from Lemma A.7 in Appendix A preserves stratification 
(i.e. if Il is stratified then ,d(U)+ is stratified) for stratified programs. 

5. Conclusion and future work 

Reasoning with incomplete information has been looked at by researchers from 
many different perspectives: from closed world assumption where information not 
known to be true was automatically assumed to be false [5], to various kinds of null 
values in databases [18,36], to reasoning with disjunctive information in disjunctive 
logic programming [24], to extended logic programs and epistemic specifications 
[13,10]. In this paper we concentrated on a particular kind of incompleteness where 
we know a set of tuples about certain relations that are true, a set of tuples that are 
false, and do not know about the rest of the tuples. Our goal has been to reason with 
this in such a manner that our conclusions are not made false in presence of addi- 
tional information about the previously unknown tuples. 

We motivated our goal through two examples, one from database and another 
from knowledge representation. Another common example that comes to our mind 
is from the field of ‘reasoning about actions’. Early work on reasoning about actions 
such as STRIPS [9] assumed complete information about the initial state. In recent 
years some researchers have considered the case when the initial state is incomplete 
from the perspective of this paper. I.e. we know certain fluents to be true in the initial 
situation, certain fluents to be false in the situation, and about the rest we have no 
idea. Now if we would like to reason with such an incomplete information, we better 
be careful and make conclusions that do not have to be withdrawn in presence of 
additional information about the fluents whose truth value in the initial state was 
previously unknown. For this reason Gelfond and Lifschitz [ 151 translate statements 
of the form 

a causesf’ifp,. . ,p,> 

in their action description language .d to the rule 

noninertialCf’, a. S) + not Tholds(pl (S). . (not lholds(p,,, S) 

instead of the more straightforward rule: 

noninertial(j’,a,S) + holds(pl, S): . . holds(p,,,S) 

so as to be able to have noninertialv, aI S) to be true if there is a chance that all the 
preconditions may be true, even if their truth might not be known. The first rule is 
necessary when we assume incomplete information about the holds predicate. 

The fying birds example and the action domain above were previously represent- 
ed as extended logic programs [13]. Although the representation had some common 
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features such as the not -, in the body of some rules, the exact mechanism behind 
them was not studied. 

In this paper we took a significant step towards studying this mechanism. 
?? We introduced the concept of an extended query and argued the appropriateness 

of using extended logic programs to express extended queries. 
?? We defined what it means to expand the query represented by a general logic pro- 

gram so as to allow incomplete database instances. 
?? We related (through an example) query expansion to removal of CWA. 
?? We presented an algorithm that takes a general logic program and constructs an 

extended logic program that expands the query represented by the logic program, 
for the class of signed programs. This is important because it provides an auto- 
matic way to interpolate a large number of existing programs in various domains. 
But a lot remains to be done. Our algorithm although produces meaningful 

(sound interpolations for arbitrary programs and weak interpolations for stratified 
programs) extended logic programs for all programs, it is not able to (provably) con- 
struct interpolations for the flying bird example or the action domains. Overcoming 
this is an important future work. 

With the use of extensions of logic programming in knowledge representation. 
reasoning about actions and related fields it has become necessary to find lemmas 
that can be used as building blocks for proving deeper results. Some such lemmas 
were presented in [16,31]. The proofs in this paper are important from this point 
of view. They demonstrate the usefulness of the results in [16,31], and hopefully will 
help in formalizing and proving other results. 

So far in this paper we have used the terms ‘query expansion’ and ‘interpolation’ 
almost synonymously. Interpolating a general logic program I7 by an extended logic 
program T is the same as expanding the query represented by l7 by the program T. 
Our earlier use of the term ‘approximation’ [4] was unfortunate and caused much 
confusion. We also earlier used the term ‘open counterpart’ and have been suggested 
the term ‘open consensus’ by one of the anonymous referees. There are at least two 
other ways of looking at our formalization. One (as suggested by another anony- 
mous referee) is to consider our interpolation as an ‘interpolation of a class of gen- 
eral logic programs’; the class obtained by adding any subset of the input atoms to 
the program. This way of looking at it is very much similar to the ‘query expansion’ 
formulation. The other way of look at it is based on the concept of ‘elaboration tol- 
erance’ [17]. Intuitively, an elaboration tolerant representation of a specification re- 
quires only a small change in the representation when the specification is modified 
slightly. With respect to this paper the change in specification that happens during 
interpolation is the removal of the Close World Assumption with respect to the in- 
put, and the change in representation corresponds to the transformation done by the 
Algorithm 4.1. This notion of elaboration tolerance perhaps explains the difference 
in representation L’, and Li’,,. 

For the kind of reasoning with incomplete information we are concerned with. be- 
sides extended logic programs, abductive logic programs may also be a candidate 
formalism. An abductive logic program is a triple (n, A ~ I). where n is an abductive 
logic program, A is a set of atoms called abducibles, and I is a first-order formula (01 
a collection of it) referred to as integrity constraints. In [22], a semantics of abductive 
logic programs is given via the notion of generalized stable model, which is defined 
as a stable model of Li’ U E, which satisfies I, for any subset E of A. An abductive 
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logic program T is said to entail a literal J’ iff‘ is true in all generalized stable models 
of T. 

In [DDS93] Denecker and De Schreye present an abductive logic program for the 
action domain that ‘correctly’ reasons w.r.t. incomplete information about the initial 
state in the sense that their program is sound and complete w.r.t. the semantics of the 
action language .d. This suggests that their program could possibly be an interpol- 
ation of the general logic program that correctly reasons in presence of complete in- 
formation. This is topic of further study and is an immediate priority with us. 

In this paper we studied interpolations of programs viewed as functions from 
complete databases to complete databases. In many cases, we are interested in que- 
ries from complete databases to incomplete databases. One such example [3] is the 
query of ‘flying birds’ where we may also have wounded birds. In this case even when 
the input is complete the output may be incomplete because for wounded birds the 
intuitive conclusion is to neither infer that they fly nor infer that they do not fly. Such 
queries can be represented by extended logic programs. Our notion of interpolation 
can be generalized to take into account such queries. We are currently working on 
such a generalization. Another related question that is important is to find features 
that guarantee that an extended logic program is its own interpolation. 

Appendix A 

A. 1. Results about generul and extended logic programs 

In this section we state some theorems from the literature that will be used in the 
proofs later. 

Theorem A.1 (Gelfond and Przymusinska [16]). Let 30 be a language and Y;v1 be its 
extension by a set qf ne\t’ predicates. Let T and D be extended logic programs in ,Y’o 
and Y;u, respectively~. Ij’ jar any’ rule of the type (2) jrom D, 10 E 5”l - 90 and 
Vi. i > 0 Ii E 9’0, then, tjno ansbver set of T satisjes the premises ojcontrary rules(i.e. 
rules trlith contrary literals in the head) jrom D then for all 1 E 90~ T k 1 
<fj T u D b 1. 

Theorem A.2 (Marek and Subrahmanian [27]). For any anslyer set S oja general logic 
program Ll: 

(a) For any ground instance of rule of the type (1) jrom IT, ij 

(11.. . l,,,} 2 S and {l,,l+~.. . .l,?} HIS = 0. 

then 10 E S. 
(b) If’s is a consistent anslyer set ojIl and 10 E S then there exist a ground instance 

ofa rule from Ll such that {I,,. . . l,,,} C S and {I,,,+,.. . ,I,,} flS = 0. 

For a general logic program Il with signing S, let Z7, be the set of all rules whose 
heads belong to S, and let I7s be the set of all rules whose heads belong to 3. 

Consider rules r and r’ of the form (2). We say that r 3 r’ iff 10 = I&, { 1,. . . , l,n} 
c {1’1,...> I:,,} and {$+, : . l:+} C { lm+l, . : l,z}. Now we can define partial order 
5 on programs. Given programs P and Q, we say that P 3 Q iff for every rule r in 
program P there is a rule r’ in program Q such that r 5 r’. 
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Theorem A.3 (Turner [31]). For extended logic programs P and Q with common signing 
S, if Ps 3 Qs and Qs 3 Ps and literals(P) HIS c liter&(Q) n 3, then program Q 
entails every literal in 3 that is entailed by program P. 

For any predicate p occurring in an extended logic program 17, let p’ be a new 
predicate of the same arity. The atom p/(X,, . ,X,,) will be called the positive fi)rm 
of the negative literal ~p(&, . . ,&). Every positive literal is, by definition, its 
own positive form. The positive form of a literal L will be denoted by L’. ll+ stands 
for the general logic program obtained from Ii’ by replacing each rule (2) by 

I,+ + 17 ,.... li,not I:+,, . . . . not 1,’ 

For any set S C: Lit, S’ stands for the set of the positive forms of the elements of S. 

Theorem A.4 [ 121. A consistent set S C Lit is an answer set of 17 if and only ifs’ is a 
stable model of IS. 

Theorem A.5 [12]. An extended logic program Il is categorical if 
(a) II+ is stratijied, and 
(b) The answer set of fl+ does not contain atoms of the form p(t),p’(t). 

A.2. Proqf of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 

Proof of Proposition 3.2. The proof consists of three parts. 
(1) Let Z77 be the general program consisting of rule 

(r2): b(X) + P(X) 
and 7’/’ be the extended program consisting of rules (r2) and 

(r2’): IP(~) + lb(X) 
We show that T: is an interpolation of IZY with 9 = 9^ = Lit(p. b). 

(2) Let T, be the program obtained from rr by adding r2’, removing r3’, and re- 
placing rl by rl’ with 9 = Lit(p, b) and V = LitCf): 

rl’. f(x) + b(X)> -P(X) 
r2. b(X) +-P(X) 
r4. -f(W + P(X) TI 
r5. -f(X) + lb(X) 
r2’. -P(X) + -b(X) I 

We show that ?, interpolates 17,. 
(3) We show that Tr and FI are equivalent w.r.t. inputs from 9, i.e. for every 

X c 9, T,(X) = T,(X). 
(2) and (3) imply that Tr interpolates II,. 
Proof of part (1): To prove that T” is an interpolation of I7: we need to show 

T;(X) = fl ZZ$?). 64.1) 
XES,o (X) 

I 
Consider two cases (a) T;(X) is inconsistent and (b) T:(X) is consistent. 

Case (a): We show that if T:(X) is inconsistent then S,p(X) = 0. It is easy to see 
that T;(X) is inconsistent iff 
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(al) 3c p(c), lb(c) E X or 
(a2) X is inconsistent. 
Consider case (al). Then for any Y such that X & Y, b(c) E L’(atoms(Y)) 

and hence Y # ZZ(atom.s(Y)), i.e. 
S,,(X) = 0. for case (a2). 

Y $ Dom(ZZ). Hence, S,:(X) = 0. Similarly, 

‘Case (b): rp(X) is consistent. We will prove that 

(bl) Obviously for any atom s, s E T,‘)(X) implies s E II:(X) and hence by mono- 
tonicity (w.r.t. atoms) of Ii’:, we have that s E n:(2) for any J? E S,U(X). For neg- 
ative literals the conclusion follows immediately from consistency ‘of r,“(X) and 
Theorem A.2. Hence, 7’:(X) C ~I~,,,,,~(,~IT~(~). 

(b2) Let 1 E “RES,I,,[X) @(J?). Assume that I @ T:(X). Consider XO = X u { 1> 
(where ris the literal Contrary to 0 and X* = ZIy,,om,(x,,i / 9. 

First we will show that X* E Dom(IZy). Since IT: u atoms(&) has a unique stable 
model M,X* is complete. By definition of X*,M = aloms(X*). It is easy to show that 
M is the stable model of IZY U M, hence X* = ZI:)rrroms(X~j 1 8, and therefore 

(tl) x* E Dom(z7~). 

Now we will show that & C: X*. Suppose this is not true. Then, there exists a neg- 
ative literal 7s such that 1s E X0 and 1s $X*. Since x* is complete, this means 
s E X*. Since L’y and 7;” have the same rules for positive atoms, s E v(XO). Since 
7s E X,, T,“(&) is inconsistent. On the other hand let us recall that we assumed con- 
sistency of e(X). It is not difficult to show that consistency of T:(X) implies consis- 
tency of T”(&) which leads to a contradiction. Hence, 

(t2) x, c x*. 

From (tl) and (t2) and since X 2 X,, we have X’ E S,o(X) and hence 1 E Z$(X*). 
Since 9’ = V^, we have 1 E X*. But r E X0 (by definition of 34,) and by (t2), I E X*. 
Hence, X* contains both I and l which is impossible. Hence, I E T:(X). 

This completes the proof of part (1). 
Proof of part (2): We need to prove 

T,(X) = n 17, (2). (A.2) 
XES(X) 

Case (a): Tr (X) is inconsistent. From Theorem A. 1 it follows that $ (X) is incon- 
sistent iff q(X) is inconsistent. 

It is easy to see that by Theorem A.1 Dom(n,) = Dom(ny) and hence for 
every X C 9, 

(s) S/l, (W = $i:‘(W’ 

In case (a) of part (1) we showed that if r:(X) is inconsistent then S,,:(X) = 0. 
Hence we can conclude that S,, (X) = 0 and (A.l) holds. 

Cuse (b): i;,(X) is consistent. Notice that lTy and IT, are stratified programs and 
for any X C 9, 

(so) I77 u atoms(X) and LI, u atoms(X) 
have unique stable models. 
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Using Theorems A.2 and A.1 we have 

(sl) f(c) E Tr(X) iff b(c) E q(X) and UP E c(X), 

(s2) -f(c) E T,(X) iff -b(c) E e(X) or P(C) E q(X), 

(~3) f(c) E n,(X) iff b(c) E II:(X) and -p(c) E n:(X). 

From (3) we have 

(s4) b(c) E 7?(X) iff b(c) E Gts,,,&Y(X), 
I 

(4 ~(4 E I”l’(W 3-f -P(C) E ks,,,icxiG(Q 

(4 lb(c) E T:(X) iff -b(c) E %&n:(X). 
I 

(s7) P(C) E RX) iff P(C) E ~M,,,~&V)~ 
I 

We first prove (A.l) for atoms. 
f(c) E RX) 
m for every X E Sn: (X), b(c) E Ji’y(X) and up E II:(X) (from (sl), (~4) 
and (~5)) 
e for every k E Sn, (X) f(c) E II,(X)(from (~3) and (s)). 
Now we prove (A.l) for negative literals. 
-f(c) E E(X) 
w for every X E Sti(X)-&(c) E n:(X) or-p(c) E II:(X) (from (s2), (~6) and (~7)) 
x=+ for every2 E S,b(X)b(c) $Z n;(X) or -p(c) $! n:(X) (from (SO)) 
_ for every X E Sh, (X)lf(c) E n,(X) (from(s3), (So) and (s)). 
This completes the proof of (A.l). 0 
Proof of part (3): 
Case (a) : When both Z’r (X) and & (X) are consistent. When rI (X) is consistent it 

is easy to show (by first transforming it to a general logic program T,+(X), and then 
showing that T:(X) is stratified) that it has an unique answer set. Similarly, for 
RX). 

Form Theorem A.2 we have that for any X 5 9 and any constant c, 

(~8) f(c) E T,(X) iff b(c) E T,(X) and ah(c) $ I7 (X) 

iff (b(c) E X or p(c) E X) and -p(c) E r,(X) 

iff (b(c) E X or p(c) E X) and -p(c) E X 
iff b(c) E X and -p(c) E X (since X must be consistent) 

Similarly, 

(~9) f(c) E T,(X) iff b(c) E ?I (X) and -p(c) E T,(X) 

iff (b(c) EX or p(c) E X) and (-p(c) EX or -b(c) E X) 

iff (b(c) E X and -p(c) E X) or (p(c) E X) and -b(c) E X) 
(since X must be consistent) 

iff (b(c) E X and up E X) (since (p(c) E X and -+(c) E X 

makes Tr (X) inconsistent). 
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(sl0) if(c) E r,(X) iff p(c) E r,(X) or -b(c) E r,(X) 
iff p(c) E X or lb(c) E X 

iff p(c) E T,(X) or lb(c) E i;(X) 

iff -f(c) E i;(X) 

Case (b): We now show that Ti (X) is consistent iff rr (X) is inconsistent. From 
Theorem A.1 it follows that r,(X) is inconsistent iff 7’:(X) is inconsistent. Recall 
from proof of part (1) that ?;o(X) is inconsistent iff 

(al) 3c p(c), Tb(c) E X or 
(a2) X is inconsistent. 

Consider (Ti (X))+. Following derivations similar to in (~8) and (~10) it is easy to see 
that f(c) and f( c ’ are in (T, (X))’ iff X is inconsistent. 7’, does not have rules with ) 
either p or up in the head, and the predicate ab is not included in pp. Hence, when X 
is consistent the only way 7’,(X))’ will contain opposite literals is when for some 
c, P(C), +(c) E X. 

Hence, Ti (X) is inconsistent iff T:(X) is inconsistent iff Tr (X) is inconsistent. From 
Cases (a) and (b) we have VX If X s $ then r, (X) = $ (X). 

This completes the proof of the proposition. 0 

Proof of Proposition 3.3. We will prove that 

VX c 9, fi (X) = n n&, (A.3) 
XESrrz ix) 

Let us denote the right hand side of the above equation by N. 
It is easy to show that T2(X) is consistent for any consistent X C 9. This together 

with the fact that Z12 U atoms(Y) is consistent for any Y implies that if Tz(X) is incon- 
sistent then S”,(X) is empty and hence (A.2) holds for inconsistent T2(X). 

Suppose T2(X) is consistent. Let us first show that for any constant a, 

(tl) c(a) E N iff r(a) E X iff c(a) E Tz(X). 

Suppose c(a) E N and r(a) $2 X. Let 2 = atoms(X) U {T(C): Y(C) $J X}. Obviously, 
J? E Dom(ZiTz) and hence 2 E S,,(X). Since Ii’2 U atom@) is consistent, by Theorem 
A.2 we have c(a) $’ nz(k), which contradicts our assumption. Therefore, r(a) E X. 
The rest of (tl) follows from the consistency of our programs and Theorem A.2. 

We now show that for any constant a, 

(12) Tc(a) EN iff ~(a) EX iff x(a) E Tz(X) 

Suppose x(a) EN and +a) $2 X. Let 9 = atoms(X) U {r(a)} U {v-(c): r(c) 
$ {X U r(a)}}. It IS easy to show that 2 E S,,,(X). Clearly x(a) $! ZIz@), which 
contradicts our assumption. Therefore, Tu(a) E X. The rest of (t2) again follows 
from the consistency of our programs and Theorem A.2. 

This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3. 0 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us denote &(n,) by TO and show that 
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T,(X) = n n41. (A.4) 
XES(X 1 

Like before we consider two cases. (a) TO(X) is inconsistent and (b) To(X) is consis- 
tent. 

It is easy to show that TO(X) is consistent for any consistent X. This together with 
the fact that nO u atoms(Y) is consistent for any Y C 9 implies that if To(X) is incon- 
sistent then S,,(X) is empty and hence (A.4) holds for inconsistent T,(X). 

Suppose TO(X) is consistent. 
“j”: Since, TO and n, have the same rules defining am, it is easy to show that 

anc(a,b) E To(X) implies that anc(a,b) E f~~~~,,~~$i’&?). Now, let ~anc(a,b) 
E TO(~) and -anc(a, b) G ~~tsi,,cx~~~(~). 

Consider X* E Sn,(X) such that, 

(ul) Wrc(a, b) $z n,(x*) 

(u2) n, u atoms(X*) k par(a, 6) =+ par(a, b) E x* 
=s- 1par(a,b) $2x* =+ ~par(a,b) $2 x =+ To ux k inpr(arb). 

Now, from (ul) we have 
-anc(a, h) g! II, =$ anc(a,b) E ITo + 3q %. . . c,, such that flo u 

atom@*) k {P ar ( a,~,), pa~(q,c~), . . ,par(c,,b)} (can be shown using fixpoint 
construction from [34]) * To UX k {mpr(a, cl), m&c,, c?), . , mpr(c,,, b)} (from 
(u2)) =+ r, UX \ manc(a,b) =+ Xznc(a,b) $! TO(X). 

This contradicts our original assumption, and hence 

~a+~ 6) E n~ts,,,,(sino(*) 
‘i*)l: Let anc(a,b) E G,,, (X) 

XU {-pa~(u,b): par(u,b) $!X}. ft 
ZIo(*). and anc(a,b) @ To(X). Let X* = 
IS easy to show that X* E S,,,,(X). Hence, by 

our initial assumption 

anc(a, b) E n&C*) 
=3 170 u C-ftoms(X*) k anc(a, 6) =5 To u atom k anc(a, h) 

=3 To u atoms(X) k anc(a, b) (since, atoms(X) = atoms(X*)) 

* anc(a, b) E To(X). 

This contradicts our original assumption, and hence anc(a, b) E To(X). 
Let ~anc(a,b) E nkES~ojXpO(X) and ~nc(a!b) 6 To(X). 

~nc(u, 6) q’ T,(X) + To UX k PZ,,,~(Q, b) (from Theorem A.2) 

+ (3cl. . c, such that TO u X b {m,,(a, cl), mpr(q, CZ), . . , mpr(~,lr b)} 
=3 {~p”(U. Cl). ~pw(C,, c*), . . ~par(c,,b)} nx = 0 (from Theorem A.2). 

Let X* =X u (par(u, b): yzr(u, b) 51 X}. It is easy to see that X* E Sn,(X) and 
{par(a,c,), W(Cl,Q), . .’ ,par(cn, b)} C. x’. Hence, anc(a, b) E n&C’). This implies 
that lanc(a, b) 9 n~,s,,,,,X,no(~). which contradicts our original assumption and 
hence, mzc(a,b) E To(X). 

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. Cl 
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A.3. Proof of the main result 

In the proofs we will use the following notations: 
(i) for a general logic program Zi’, s(n) will denote the set of all stable models of 

ZZ; n, will denote the program ZZ u atoms(X). 
(ii) for an extended logic program T, a(T) will denote the set of all answer sets of 

T; T, will denote the program T UX. 
(The confusion between the set of literals IIx, and TX and the programs n, and 

T,, respectively will be clear from the context.) 
For a set of atoms U we denote the set (1p:p $! U> by i?. The answer set seman- 

tics treats a rule with variables as a shorthand for the set of its ground instances. 
Therefore everywhere in the proofs we will assume that all rules have only ground 
literals in them, i.e. we will consider propositional programs. 

In the proofs we will use the following definitions. 

Lemma A.l. For any general logic program Il and any X C 8, 
1. lfprogram I7, is coherent, then X E Dom(II) if and only if X is consistent and 
complete W.Y. t. 9; 
2. ifprogram Illx is non-coherent, then X E Dom(IIl) if and only ifX = Lit(p). 

Proof. (1) Consider the case when program IZx is coherent. 
By definition 

n afoms(X) I P = n (M~P)U n (tin6 
Manx) Manx) 

Since program n does not have a rule with the head from 9, for any M E S(flx) 
A4 fl9 = atoms(X), ti fl SJ = a%&(X) and hence, Uaroms(X1 1 9 = atoms(X)U 
atoms(X) . 

Therefore, X E Dom(Z7) iff X is complete w.r.t. 9’ and 17,,,,,(xj 1 9 = X iff X is 
complete w.r.t. 9’ and X = atoms(X) u a%&(X) iff X is consistent and complete 
w.r.t. 9. 

(2) Consider the case when program IZ, is non-coherent. Since S(ZIx) = 0, 

Jla,oms(XJ ( 9 = n (M n 9) u n (it n P) = Lit. 
MNflX) MEsjnx) 

Therefore X E Dam(n) iff X is complete w.r.t. 9 and natornscX) ( P =X iff X = 
Lit. 0 

Lemma A.2. Let Il be a general logic program, X 5 9 and A be a consistent answer set 
of d(Il),.Then for any atom p 

(a) -p~Aiff mp#A. 
(b) ifp~Athenm,~A; 

Proof. Let T = d(n). First, we will prove (a). Let p E 9. Since any rule from T has a 
head from ^y_, A n 9 = X. Therefore up E A iff 1p E X. Consider program T+. A+ is 
a stable model of (TX)+. Since for every p E 9 there is a rule 

% + notp’ 
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in T+ and there are no other rules with mp in the head, from Theorem 2.3(b) it fol- 
lows that forp E 9, p’ E A+ iff mp $ A+. Since A is a consistent set, we can conclude 
that IpEA iff mp # A. 

Consider, now, p E V. Since for every p E -lr there is a rule 

P’ +- not mp 

in T+ and there are no other rules withp’ in the head, from Theorem 2.3(b) it follows 
that for p E ^L”, p’ E A+ iff mp $ A+. Since A is a consistent set we can conclude that 
1p E A iff mp $2 A. 

Now let us prove (b). Since A is consistent, if p E A, then 1p $2 A. Using (a) we 
conclude that mp E A. ??

Lemma 6.3. For any general logic program Il and any X E Dom(ll), if’ M is a 
stable model of IIx then the set A = M U A? U {m,.: c E M} is an answer set qf 
cd(n) ux. 

Proof. Let us denote ..&‘(II) by T. We will now show that A is the unique answer set 
of (T u X)A. We divide all the rules from the program T U X into three groups: 

T, ~ all the rules from T U X, whose heads are positive atoms from the language of 
II. These rules come 
1. either from step (2b) of the Algorithm 4.1 
2. or from X, as a rule p t, where p E atoms(X); 

T,- all the rules from T UX, whose heads are negative literals from the language 
of I7. These rules come 
1. either from step (3) of the Algorithm 4.1 
2. or from X, as a rule lp t, where lp E (X); 

T,, ~ all the rules from T UX, whose heads are of the form mp. These rules come 
1. from steps (1) and (2a) of the Algorithm 4.1. 

Let O=(TUX)“=T~UT,fUT~=R,UR,UR,, where RP=T:, R,,=T,A, 
R,, = T,“. Let us analyze these reducts one by one. Rules generated by step (2b) do 
not contain negation as failure. Therefore R, = Ti = Tp and it consists of 

1. all the rules of the form 

wherep E atoms(X) and 

2. all the rules of the form ’ RP 

t +- b,, . . . b,, 1~1, . . , TC, 

from program T. 

PC 

Part T, has negation as failure only in the rules generated by the step (3). They 
have the form 

where c E -I/‘. As follows from the definition of A, m, # A iffc 6 M. Therefore R, con- 
sists of 
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1. all the rules of the form 
TC +- 
where c E V”, c @ M and 

2. all the rules of the form 

‘P + 
where up E X. 

R,, 

We will now show that up E X iff p E 9 and p 6 M. Let p be an atom from 9. 
Since X E Dom(Il) and program II, is coherent, by Lemma A.l, we have that X 
is consistent and complete w.r.t. 8. Therefore up E X iff p @X. Since M is a stable 
model of nx and no rules with the heads from .Y belong to L’,p E X iff p E M. 

Therefore 1p E X iff p +Z M. Thus, we can conclude that R, = {T +: c 6 M}. 
Part T, consists of 

1. all the rules of the form 
mp + not up 
where p E .Y and 

2. all the rules of the form 
m, + mh ,...., m&,;notcl ,..., notck 
from program T. 

For any atom p E 9. up $Z A iff p E M iff p E atoms(X). Hence, R, consists of 

1. all the rules of the form 

wherep E atoms(X) and 
2. all the rules of the form 

ml + mh, , . . : mh,, 

such that there is a rule 
m,+mh ,,..., mh,:notcl,... ynotck 
inT,andVj’j:l<j<kci@A 
(which is equivalent to cj 6 M). 

By definition, 0 = (R, U R,) U R,. It is easy to see, that language(R, U R,) 
? language(R,) = 0 and, therefore, the answer set of the program 0 equals the 
nion of the answer set of the program R, u R, and the answer set of the program 
P “i . 

Consider RN, obtained from R, by 

1. removing from R, every rule of the form 
t +- b ,,... :b,,,x,;. . ..-ck. 
which contains x, such that c, E M and RR, 

2. removing all other occurences of 
negative literals from the rules I 

It is easy to see that S is the answer set of the program R,, U R,, iff S is the answer 
set of RpO U {TC t: c #M}. Now we will compute the answer sets of the programs 
Rp u R,, and R,. Using the definition of R,, it is easy to check that Rpo = (Ill,~)“~, 
and hence, the set A4 u A? is the answer set of R, U R,. Consider program R, and 
let us rename every atom mp by p. We will call the resulting program ren(R,). It is 
easy to check that ren(R,) = (ZI,)“, and hence, M is the answer set of the program 
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ren(R,). Therefore the answer set of the program R, is equal to the set {m,: c E M}. 
Thus, we proved that the answer set of the program (T UX)A is equal to the set 
MUMU{m,,:cEM}=‘4. 0 

Lemma A.4 For any general logic program (ZI) and any X E Dom(l7) 

.&(U)(X) c H(X). 

Proof. Let T = d(n). By definition, 

n(X)= n (M~~-)u n (tiny), 
MtS(I7XJ MEWx) 

T(x) = n A n Y. 
A-dT.ui 

If 5’(ZI,) = 0, then T(X) C n(X) = Lit(V) and the inclusion is true. 
Consider now the case when s(U,) # 0. 

1. Suppose atom p E T(X), but p q! n(X). This means that there is MO E S(Ux) such 
that p GM,,. Then, using Lemma A.3, we can build the answer set AO such that 
p $! AO, therefore p @ T(X). This contradiction proves that p E II(X). 

2. Suppose literal 1p E T(X), but up $! Ii’(X). This means that there is MO E s(n,) 
such that p E MO. Then, using Lemma A.3, we can build the answer set AO such 
that p E AO, therefore p $ T(X). This contradiction proves that lp E II(X). 0 

Lemma A.5 (Monotonicity). Let 17 be a general logic program andXl C_ Xl C 9. Then 
.d(m(Xl) c dcs(w(x2). 0 

Proof. Let us denote .&‘(n) by T. Consider MB = {v+,:p E Yn}. It is easy to see that 
this set is a signing for T U X for every X C 9. Consider programs P = T U Xl and 
Q = T U X2. Set MB is their common signing and, as can be easily seen, the 
conditions of the Theorem 2.4 [31] are satisfied. 

Indeed, literaZs(P) f3 MB C literals(Q) n %i??, Q MB = PMB and h C Q;i?ii. There- 
fore we can conclude that program Q entails every literal in ?‘iD that is entailed by 
P. In particular, T(Xi) C T(X2). ??

Lemma A.6 Let Il be a general logic program. Then jbr any X 2 9, 

4)(X) c n n(k) 
YES(X) 

Proof. Let T = s&f(n). 
Case (1): S(X) = 0. 

n n(2) = Lit(~), 
B&s(X) 

and hence the inclusion is true. 
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Case (2): S(X) # 0. Let s E T(X). Since, for all X E S(X),X C X, by monotonic- 
ity we have s E r(X). Therefore from Lemma A.4 we have s E n(X). Hence, 

VX 5.9, T(X) c n zz(X) n. 
Xt-S(X) 

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Condition (1) of Definition 3.5 is the statement of Lemma A.5 
and condition (3) of Definition 3.5 is the statement of Lemma A.6. 0 

Lemma A.7. Let Il be a stratljied general logic program. Then 
?? for any X c P, (d(n),)’ is a stratiJiedprogram; 
?? for any X E LIom(l7) program &‘(l7), has the unique answer set A = 

A4 U h;l u (m,: p E M}: where A4 is a unique stable model of II,. 

Proof. Let T = &(lI). Consider a stratification of the program II,: 

no = {q,,...,q,)? 

71’ = {PM, . . ,Pl.k, 13 

x2 = {PZ,l, ‘. . ,P2.kz): 

.’ = {pl.I, . . ,p/.k,}, 

where all the predicates from X belong to x0. Therefore, general logic program (KY)+ 
is also stratified program with the stratification: 

x;={q,,...> qn,q;.-.?q;~r 

. . . P1.h 1 

1 Pl.k, > > 

Hence, for any X C: 9 [ 111 (TX)+ has a unique stable model. If X E Dom(I7), then, as 
follows from Lemma A.3, A+ is this unique stable model. 0 

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let T = &(ZI). Conditions (1) and (3) of Definition 3.5 
directly follows from Theorem 4.2. Now we will prove Equivalence (Condition (2) of 
Definition 3.5), that is VX E Dom(II), (n)(X) = T(X). Indeed, since for any X C 9 
program nx has a unique stable model M, n(X) = (M n 9”) u (A? n 9’“). 

As was proved in Lemma A.7, program TX has the unique answer set 
A = MUa U {mP:p E M}, and therefore T(X) = A n Y _. If p is an atom, then 
p E II(X) iff p E A n 9’” = T(X). For literal lp, lp E II(X) iff lp E A? n Y” iff 
p@MandIpEViff ‘PET(X). El 
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Lemma A.8. Zf ZZ is a signed program then 

Dom(ZI) = {X:X 2 9, X is consistent and complete}. 

Proof. It follows from Lemma A.1 and the fact that for any X C 9 program ZZX is 
coherent [7,8]. 0 

Lemma A.9. For any X 2 9, the program &‘(Il) U X is coherent. 

Proof. Let T = &(ZZ). Consider the set MB = {mp:p E Yn}. It is easy to see that 
MB is a signing for the general logic program (TX)+ for any X C 9. Therefore [7,8] 
program (TX)’ has a stable model and hence, program TX has an answer set (which, 
of course, may be inconsistent). 0 

Lemma A.lO. Let X C .9. Program &‘(I7) U X is contradictory $X is inconsistent. 

Proof. Let T = d(n). If X is consistent, then program T UX is evidently 
contradictory. Let us denote the language of the program TX by 9r and consider 
A = Lit(Ypy). 

Following the arguments similar to the ones in the proof of Lemma A.3, we can 
write, that 

TX = Tp u T, U T, 

and 

(TX)A=T;UT,AuT;=RpUR,UR,. 
Since Vp, p, up E A, 
1. R, = 8; 
2. R, = {-p: 1p E X}; 
3. R, = Tp. 

Therefore (Tx)~ = Rp U R,. Consider the smallest subset S, closed under the rules of 
the program R, U R,. It is easy to see that S # Lit(Y,). Therefore, if the answer set of 
(Tx)A equals to A then S must contain a pair of complementary literals [lo]. Since 
P fl V” = 0, S contains a pair of complementary literals iff set X is inconsistent. 0 

Let us introduce the following notations: for a given set A E Lit(Yr), 
A,, = atoms(A), Amb = (m,: mp E A}, A,, = (7~: -p E A}, A,, = (p:p #A, -p $2 A}. 
Obviously, A = A, U A, U Amh. Notice that for any atom p either p E A, 
or THEA,, orpEA,. 

Lemma A.ll. Let I7 be a general logic program with a signing R, X E Dom(ZI), and A 
be a consistent answer set of &‘(IZ),. Then MO = A, U (A, f’ R) is stable model of IIx. 

Proof. Let T = &(IZ). First we will prove that MO is a model of the program (ZZX)~” 
(we will denote (ZZX)~” by S). Consider a rule 

t+-b,,...,b, 
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with n 3 0, from S. By definition of (nX)“’ there is a rule 

t + b,, . . . , b,> not cl,. . , not c/i 

with k 2 0 in nX such that Vi, 1 <i< k,ci $Mo. We now show that if 
Vi, 1 < i 6 k, ci @’ I& and Vj, 1 6 j < II, bi E MO, then t E MO. 

Consider two cases: 
1. {t,b I,... ,b,} CI? and {c,,...,~} CR; 
2. {t,b, ,...! 6,) CR and {ci ,..., ck} CR. 

As follows from the definition of signing, for any rule from nX either (1) or (2) is 
true. Consider case (1). Since (6,). . . , b,} c MO and {bl, . . . , bn} c R, from definition 
of MO we can conclude that {bl,. . . , b,} c A,. Since {ci,. . . ,ck} c R and 
Vi, 1 < i< k, ci @MO, it is easy to see that c, @A, and ci @A,, and, hence, lci E A. 
Therefore the corresponding rule 

t-b ,,..., b,,lc ,,..., Tck 

from TX is such that its body is true in A and hence, t E A,, c M,,. 
Consider case (2), Since {b,, . . . , 6,) c A40 and {bl, . . , b,} c R we can conclude 

that Vj, 1 5 j < II either bj E A, n R or bj E A, n R. In both cases, using Lemma 
A.2 we can show that mb, E A,b C A. Since Vi, 1 < i < k, c, g! A40 (and therefore 
ci $ AP) we can conclude that Vi, 1 < i < k either lc, E A, (and hence, c, @ A) or 
ci E A, n R (therefore also ci $ A). 

Therefore the corresponding rule 

m, +mb ,,... 7mb,,notcl ,... %notck 

from T UX is such that its body is true in A and hence, m, E A,,,b. If t E A, c MO then 
we proved our statement. If t @ A, then since m, E A, from Lemma A.2 follows that 
lt $2 A,, and hence t E A, f~ R c MO. Thus we proved our statement. 

Now we will prove that MO is the minimal model of the program S. Suppose it is 
not true and there exists M’ c MO such that M’ is a model of S. Let 
A’ = M’ U Amb U A,,. Using Lemma A.2, we can show that set A’ is consistent. Since 
atoms(X) c M’ and { 1~: 1p E X} c A,, we conclude that X c A’. We will now prove 
that A’ is a model of ( TX)A. Let us show that for any rule r from ( TX)A if the body of y 
is true in A’ then its head belongs to A’. The program (TX)A consists of the following 
types of rules: 
1. p, + or Ipi + such that pi, Tpi E Xi 
;: ye,(for every p E 9’ such that lp $Z A); 

. . > bn, 7~1, . . . , 
the program nX); 

lck(for every rule t t b,:. . . , b,, not cl,. . not ck from 

4. m, t mb, , . ) mb, ,(for every rule t +- bl , . . . , b,, not cl! , not ck from the pro- 
gram nX such that {c, , . . , ck} n A,, = 8); 

5. -t +- (for every t E V such that m, $2 A). 
We consider consequently every type of a rule. 
Type I: Since X c A’ and a head of this rule is always from X, our statement is 

true for any rule of this type. 
Type 2: Since X is complete and consistent (as follows from Lemma A.8) and 

An~==,forpE~,Ip~AiffpEX; hence, rulem,t isin (TUX)A iffpEX; 
its body is true, and mP E Amb = A;, c A’. 
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Type 3: Suppose {bl, . . , b,, --cl,. . . ,~ck} c A’, then {b,, . . . , b,} c M’; since 
{ Xi,. .) 1~) c A and A is consistent we can conclude that ci @ A, and ci $ A, 
and therefore ci # MO Vi, 1 < i < k. Hence the rule t +- b,, . . . , b, belong to the pro- 
gram S, its body is true in M’ and (since M’ is a model of s> t E M’ c A’. 

Type 4: Suppose {Q,, . . . , rnb.} c A’, then since A1 = Amh we have that 
{mb), . . . , Mb.} C A and therefore, m, E Amb = Ahb C A’. 

Type 5: since m, $ A, Tt E A,, c A’. 
Thus we proved that A’ is a model of (T’,)A and since A’ c A, we obtained a con- 

tradiction with minimality of A. Therefore our initial assumption that there is a 
model M’ c MO is not correct and MO is the minimal model of the program 
(n,)“‘. So, we proved that A4 is a stable model of the program ZI,. 0 

Lemma A.12. Let Il be a general signed logic program with signing R. Then for any 
X E Dom(lI) &(n)(X) = II(X). 

Proof. Let T = d(n). First we will show that any answer set of TX is consistent. As 
follows from Lemma A.9, a(Tx) # 0. Consider an answer set A E a(Tx). If A = Lit, 
then, as was shown in [lo], A is the only answer set of T’.. Since R is the signing for 
Z7x, by [7,8] the program UX has a stable model M. As follows from Lemma A.3, we 
can build a consistent answer set A’ = M U&t U {m,: c E M} of TX, and, thus, we 
obtain a contradiction. Thus, we conclude that any answer set of TX is consistent. 

Due to Lemma A.4 it is enough to prove, that T(X) 2 n(X). Suppose atom 
p E n(X), but p $Z T(X). This means that there exists an answer set AO of T(X) such 
that p $Z AO n -Y-. Since R,R are both signings for program II,, using Lemma A.1 1, 
we can build the stable models M, = AOP u (Ao, n R) and M> = A,,, u (A,,, n I?) of pro- 
gram nX. Since p E II(X) c MI n A42 = atoms(Ao) c Ao, we get a contradiction, 
which proves that p E T(X). 

Suppose literal up E n(X), but lp # T(X). This means that VM E S(rrx), p @ M 
and there exists an answer set A,, of T(X) such that up $ AO. Since A,, is consistent, 
from Lemma A.2 it follows that mP E AO. From the definitions of AOp, and A,,, it fol- 
lows that mP E AO iff p E AO, U AO,. If p E R, from Lemma A. 11 it follows that p E MI, 
where MI = AO, U (A,,, n R) is a stable model of nX. If p E R, from Lemma A. 11 it 
follows that p E M2, where M2 = AOP U (Ao, fl I?) is a stable model of ZIX. In both 
cases we get a contradiction, which proves that lp E T(X). 0 

Lemma A.13. Let Il be a general logic program with signing R. Then for any X C .P 

.&(n)(x) 2 n n(2). 
YES(X) 

Proof. Let T = d(n). Consider the following set: 

S = {p:p E R} U {m,:p E R} U (p’:p E I?}. 

Since for any X C: 9 sets R and R are both signings of program T uX, it is easy to 
check that S is a signing for the general logic program T+ u X+ for any X C 9. The 
corresponding set ,!? is also a signing for T+ u X+, where 5 equals 
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(p:p E 1) U {m,:p E R} U (p’:p E R}. 

Let PR = (p:p E .Y,p E R} and 9~ = (p:p E g’,p E R}. As follows from Lemma 
A.12, VX E Dom(ZI), n(X) = T(X), therefore it is enough to prove that for any 
XEP 

T(X) > r) T(i). 
RES(X) 

As follows from Lemma A.9, program T UX has an answer set. 
If X is inconsistent then, as follows from Lemma A. 10, the answer set equals Lit, 

therefore T(X) = Lit(Y) and the inclusion is true. If X is consistent then, as follows 
from Lemma A.lO, T UX is not contradictory and T(X) is consistent. We will now 
use Theorem 1 from [31] for some special programs P and Q. 

Consider 

Let Q = T+ uX+ and P = T+ UX:. Let us check that conditions of Theorem 1 [31] 
are satisfied. Since all the difference between X and X, is in S, Qs 5 Ps, 
Qj = Ps and Ziterals(P) n s = literds(Q) n 3. 

Therefore from Theorem 1 we can make the conclusion (which we will call Con- 
clusion 1) that program Q entails every atom f E 3 that is entailed by P or, in other 
words, for any atom f E s if T+ U A’/, b f then T+ U Xf /= f. 

Consider 

Let Q = T+ U X+, P = T+ U X$ and S’ = 3. Arguments similar to the ones in the first 
case show that QY C PSI, Qs~ = Ps,, and literuls(P) n S = liter&(Q) n S. Thus, the 
conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Therefore we can make the conclusion (Con- 
clusion 2), that program Q entails every atom f E S that is entailed by P or, in other 
words, for any atom f E S, if T+ uX~ k f then T+ uX+ k f. 

Now we will prove that for any X E $9 

T(X) 2 f--) T(k). 
R&(X) 

Notice that, as follows from Lemma A.8, X,,& E S(X). Let f E T(p) for any 
X E S(X). Consider the following cases: 
1. f is an atom. 

1.1. f E R. Since T U& /= f and T U & is not contradictory, Tf UX: b f', 
therefore from Conclusion 1 it follows that T+ UX+ f= f, and from the con- 
sistency of T UX it follows that f E T(X). 

1.2. f E R. Since T UXB b f and T U & is not contradictory, Tf U X2 b f, 
therefore from Conclusion 2 it follows that T+ U Xf k f, and from the con- 
sistency of T UX it follows that f E T(X). 

2. f = up, where p is an atom. 
2.1. p E R. Since T UXA b f and T U XA is not contradictory, T+ U X2 b f ‘, 

therefore from Conclusion 1 it follows that T+ UXf b f+, and from the 
consistency of T UX it follows that f E T(X). 
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2.2. f E R. Since T UX, k f and T U&j is not contradictory, Tf UX,f k f+, 
therefore from Conclusion 2 it follows that Tf U X+ k f+, and from the 
consistency of T UX it follows that f E T(X). 

Since in all cases we have f E T(X), we proved the inclusion. 0 

Proof of Theorem 4.4. We will use Proposition 3.1 to prove the Theorem. Lemma 
A. 12 proves that Condition 1 (Equivalence) from Proposition 3.1 is satisfied. Lemma 
A.5 proves that Condition 2 (Monotonicity) from Proposition 3.1 is satisfied. 
Lemma A.13 proves that Condition 3 (Maximal Informativeness) from Proposition 
3.1 is satisfied. Therefore, as follows from Proposition 3.1, program T interpolates 
program n. 0 

Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let us denote &‘(n) by T and let X C 9. 
“e”: Let us denote by A a unique answer set of TX. Suppose there exist 

M,, I& E S(Zl,) such that MI # I&. Then, using Lemma A.3, we can build answer 
sets Ai = Ml Uut U {m,:c E Mt}, A2 = MZ U~I U {m,:c E M2} of program TX. 
Since Ai # A*, we get a contradiction, which proves that program UX is categorical. 

“+“: Let M be the unique stable model of program ZIX. As follows from Lemma 
A.3, the set A = M U fi U {m,:p E M} is a consistent answer set of program TX. 
Therefore, as follows from [lo], TX is not contradictory. Suppose there is another an- 
swer set Al of TX. We will show that Al = A. Program TX is not contradictory, there- 
fore Al is a consistent set. Since R, R are both signings of .T;lX, using Lemma A. 11, we 
can build stable models A41 = Al, U (Al, fl R),M2 = Al, u (Al,, nR) of program 

From the uniqueness of M follows that Ml = M2 = M = Al, and Al, = 03. 
Hence A = Al, U {lp:p $Z Al,} U {m,:p E Al,,} = Al. Thus we proved that program 
&u’(n), is categorical. 0 
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